NEW

Stimulator for Bioimaging

Multifunction Electrical Stimulator ESTM-9

Make It Easier to Synchronize
Camera and Peripheral Devices
ESTM-9 is a multifunction electrical stimulator equipped with pulse outputs,
external camera control, external lighting control, analog outputs, and analog
recording functionality.
It already has the ability to synchronize with external devices, and it is possible
to set up an imaging system without any specific knowledge about
programming and hardware.
(Example 1)

(Example 2)
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Use ESTM-9 as a single pulse generator
and perform electrical stimulation

Saving Analog Data

Image acquisition and biosignal analog recording in combination
with camera, light source. Isolator, electrophysiological amplifier,
external trigger signal generator

Synchronous Recording
with Camera

Pulse Stimulator
4 Channels of Pulse Stimulation (5V)

Output of Frame Timing

It is possible to use for simultaneous stimulation to 4
positions and timing control for lighting 4 LED light sources
using delay setting.

Input / output timing of ESTM-9 can be synchronized with
recording timing of third-party’s CMOS / CCD camera, by
setting camera to external trigger mode and inputting frame
timing signal from ESTM-9 to camera.

Immediate Response upon Parameter Change
Changing parameters on the software during pulse output
will immediately change pulse pattern, there is no need to
stop pulse output.

Synthesis of 4-channel Pulse Pattern
4 pulse patterns can be synthesized and synthesized waves
can be output from analog output terminal, e.g. stimulus that
gradually increases from low frequency to high frequency (up
to 8 levels), bipolar stimulation, compound wave stimulation.

Lighting Control
in sync with Camera
Output of Lighting Control Signal
Lighting control signal for external light source is output
during frame timing signal output. In addition to setting delay
time to delay image acquisition until set brightness is reached
from when light source starts to light up, it is also possible to
set flashing lighting

Creating Complex Pulse Patterns
Any pulse pattern set in a CSV file or the software can be
specified. It is possible to do stimulation such as gradually
increasing or decreasing voltage or reversing polarity.

Software
Control from Software
ESTM-9 works on Windows 7/10 64bit.

Specifying a Custom Waveform
Sine wave, triangle wave, sawtooth wave, pseudo impulse
wave can be selected by default, or a custom waveform
specified in a csv file can be output.

Main Trigger
Main trigger section controls trigger of entire pulse output.
Besides triggering from software button and ESTM-9 main
unit button, TTL output from external equipment, analog
input etc are used as trigger source.

Main Specifications
Pulse Output

4 ch (BNC)

Analog Input

2 ch (BNC)

Analog Output

2 ch (BNC)

Camera I/O Port for XB1CM

2 ch (6 pin connector)

Frame Timing Signal Output

1 ch (BNC)

Acquisition Status Output

1 ch (BNC)

Shutter Control Output

1 ch (BNC)

Extenal Trigger Input

1 ch (BNC)

Others

Analog Signal Recording
2 Channel Input Terminal
Recorded nalog signal waveform can be displayed on the
software or exported as a CSV file.

Trigger Button, Stop, 8-pin Connector

Control Software

BV ESTM-9

Interface

USB2.0
USB bus power

Power
Includes
Dimension

ESTM-9, USB2.0 cable, software
180mm(W) x 120mm(D) x 65mm(H)

Weight
* Specifications & appearance are subject to change without prior notice due to continuous improvements.
* All products are made in Japan.

Demo unit is available.
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